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Unprecedented.
Uncharted. 
Uncertain.















Scenario planning
to manage today: 

FIRST: THE HERE & NOW. 

A framework. 



MAP…
…the anticipated impact. 

Consider the expected 
DEPTH and DURATION of 
the current situation’s 
impact on each of your 
fundraising programs 
across the 2X2 matrix.

MODEL…
…different scenarios.  

When there is 
uncertainty, understand 
the range of possibilities: 
- BEST CASE…         

‘hope for this’
- REALISTIC CASE… 

‘plan for this’
- WORST CASE…. 

‘prepare for this’

CRAFT…
…your response. 

This should include 
REIMAGINING your 
programs; REDEPLOYING
your resources; 
REFINING your case; 
REDUCING your 
expenses. 
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HIGH-HIGH
deep and lasting impact

30% of greater decline
continuing for 3+ months 

LOW-HIGH
modest but lasting impact

0%-30% decline
continuing for 3+ months

HIGH-LOW
deep but short impact

30% or greater decline
lasting for 3 months or less

LOW-LOW
modest, short impact

0-30% decline
lasting 3 months or less
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Your Fundraising 
Program Rethink: 
Six areas for exploration.

NEXT: ONWARDS & UPWARDS. 



1 Your Case:
Responding to shifting
donor interest.



Your Case1

More than one donor or prospect has told me 
they feel they have a responsibility to give since 
they are fortunate enough to have a job and 
income. We should be talking about how each of 
our organizations are helping, and how through 
us they can make a difference.”
Michael Kiefer, Senior Philanthropic Advisor, Presidential Initiatives and Principal 
Gifts, Dartmouth College

“



shifting in philanthropic priorities 

supporting ‘basic needs’ and 
‘facilitating recovery’ 

Canadians’ 
focus has 
shifted to 
‘local’

willingness to 
hear the case for 
how this crisis is 
affecting the 
organization

opportunity to build a stronger 
case for operating support
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Individual

Deepening relationships.
Donors:2



Individuals are the primary driver of 
philanthropy. This will move us to be stronger at 
donor management and stewardship, keeping 
them close. We must communicate regularly 
how we as organizations are changing. We can’t 
just change programming then tell donors after 
– they should be involved in that journey.”
Susan McIsaac, Global Philanthropy Officer, Right to Play

“
Individual Donors2



Individual Donors2



increased interest in setting up 
endowments and revising estates

resist any urge to cut 
stewardship programs Individual Donors2

major gift 
donors are still 
exhibiting great 
willingness to 
engage 

converting first-time 
donors to regular 
contributors through 
good engagementgrow capacity for relationship 

based fundraising
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Individual Donors2



Digital:
Growing (or creating)
digital capacity.

3



Digital3

If there’s only one thing you can do, invest in 
technology. Yes, you need a robust platform, but 
you also need staff with the right skills and 
expertise. And you need relevant, quality 
content in the right format, at the right time, to 
the right person. So, an agile digital marketing 
strategy is required as well.”
Lili-Anna Pereša, President and Executive Director                                         
Centraide of Greater Montreal

“



three distinct filters: engagement, 
fundraising, decision-making

organizational capacity 
to execute digital 
strategy 

creating an entire 
digital landscape

getting your data 
house in order is a 
critical concurrent 
or even first step

online campaigns and 
initiatives
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Digital3



Fundraising
Programs:
Ensuring diversity
and a 21st century mix.

4



Fundraising Programs4

Long held and sacred beliefs and practices in 
organizations can often get in the way of 
innovation and creativity. The pandemic has 
changed that. Things that we had been trying 
to do for years have, out of necessity, literally 
happened overnight. There won’t be any 
going back.”
Wendy McDowall, Chief Development Officer                                                           
YMCA Greater Toronto

“



acquiring new donors, renewing gifts 
from donors, grow their giving 

examine all events in your portfolio 

don’t fully 
abandon 
offline 
channels

mix must include 
all of monthly, 
mid-level and 
planning giving 
capacity 

integration between the 
relationship-focused areas 
of fundraising
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Fundraising Programs4

Major & 
principal gifts

Mid-level 
(bridge) 
donors

Challenge & 
matching gifts

Giving days
Loyalty 

programs

Monthly giving
Family 

philanthropy
Giving circles Members

Direct 
marketing

Crowd funding Online forums Legacy giving
Venture 

philanthropy

Sponsorship, 
cause 

marketing
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Corporate
Partnerships:

Safeguarding
your relevance.
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Corporate Partnerships5

Companies are clear that their giving is tied to 
their enterprise (their employees and customers) 
and I suspect this will move community higher up 
on list of criteria. There is always a balance point 
with corporations between shareholder 
happiness, employee/corporate well being, and 
community satisfaction. The equation between 
these three things will change.”
Barbara Grantham, President and CEO                                                                              
CARE Canada

“



social contributions as 
brand differentiators

create 
customized 
partnership 
opportunities

exploring how their teams, products 
and core competencies can address 
key needs in the community

companies will likely undertake 
a review of their community 
investment strategies

Corporate Partnerships5

$100M in gifts 
to pandemic 
relief and 
recovery in 
Canada 
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Campaigns:
Updating strategy…
and creating a reason.
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Campaigns6

Saint Mary’s University is incredibly committed 
to the vision of the campaign as a driving force 
for the future. The area that we are looking 
closely at is the case for support to ensure that 
the framing within the case is relevant and 
acknowledge the realities of a global pandemic.”
Erin Sargeant Greenwood, Vice-President, Advancement                                                     
Saint Mary’s University

“



fulsome campaign 
review and assessment

volunteers remain 
critical to campaigns

campaigns cannot just be 
‘switched on’ and need 
preparation and planning

a means to advance 
goals in addition to 
financial: brand, 
profile, culture of 
philanthropy, 
community 
involvement
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Campaigns6

The bespoke campaign.

• The ‘Axioms of 
Campaign Success’

• Campaign Chair + 
Campaign Cabinet

• Quiet Phase, Public 
Launch, Community 
Phase

IT DEPENDS.

FROM… TO…



Going beyond
fundraising. 

AND SO: the BIG PICTURE of the BIG RETHINK



Planning for future fundraising 
success goes beyond the function of 
fundraising itself and must include 
a holistic rethinking and 
examination of your organization:



Your Value.
Your Capacity. 
Your Culture.





How We Can Help
1  Scenario analysis and operational planning
2  Developing capacity for relationship-based 

fundraising
3  Organizational redesign & transition supports
4  Closing gaps
5  Campaign (re) planning & execution 



Thank you!



kciphilanthropy.com
kcitalent.com


